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A Message from the Chair
Coming to the mid-point in my
year as Chair of the Section is a good
time to reflect on what the Section has
accomplished and what tasks lie ahead.
First the accomplishments.

opportunity to pose with the Stanley
Cup. (The Rangers will be back next
year!)

On the legislative front, we had a
good year. Several of the bills that we
either proposed or supported have
With thanks to the hard work of
passed both the Assembly and the
program chairs Victoria D’Angelo and
Senate and, as I write this, are awaitCharlie Scott, and the indefatigable
ing the signature of the Governor.
Ilene Cooper as course book editor,
These are: (i) interest on delayed legawe had a great program at the Four
cies (A.01185/S.04952); (ii) a technical
Season’s Hotel in Toronto. Not surpriscorrection to the decanting statute
ingly, hearing that our illustrious group
(S.7244/A.9757); (iii) correction of an
was at the Hotel, even the Brooklyn
Ronald J. Weiss
erroneous cross reference in SCPA §
Nets basketball team joined us at the
1724 relating to UTMA accounts (A.09055/S.07137);
Four Seasons. While the social highlight of the pro(iv) the removal of the requirement of court approval
gram was Saturday night’s trip to the Hockey Hall of
for a personal representative’s renunciation of propFame, sadly, as the photos in this issue attest to, it is
erty to which the decedent became entitled to but did
the only time this year that New Yorkers will have the
not receive before death (S.07144A.09355A); (v) heir-
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ship of posthumously conceived children (S.04779B/A.07461A); and (last but not least) (vi) clarification
of the law regarding finders agreements for unclaimed
funds due to a decedent’s estate (S.07077-A/A.09759).

Committee has been working on is to allow a custodian
to convert an UTMA account into an I.R.C. § 2503(c)
trust, a measure that so far has been adopted and is
working successfully in 12 other states.

As to the tasks to come, Professors Bill LaPiana
and Ira Bloom have been working over the summer to
coordinate and synthesize the work of our Section and
the Committees of the City Bar on the draft of the New
York Trust Code. Their goal is to have a report ready
by October in order to move this important project
forward. More to come on this herculean task as we approach our Annual Meeting in January.

This past April’s changes to New York’s estate tax
provisions and New York’s taxation of resident trusts
continues to be a topic of much discussion. We will be
working with the State Bar’s governmental relations
team to address the many issues and inconsistences
with this legislation. Our Fall Meeting on October 16-17
at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Rochester will include a
presentation and roundtable discussions on this new
law and how to plan in light of its significant changes.
That Thursday evening’s social activities will be at the
George Eastman House, the world’s oldest museum
dedicated to photography, and (I am promised) will
include a recital on the House’s acclaimed Aeolian pipe
organ.

On the power of attorney front, Bob Freeman and
his ad hoc committee have been working diligently on
proposed legislation to improve the execution and operation of the short-form power of attorney, including
implementing some of the changes suggested by the
Law Revision Commission back in 2012. And another
interesting proposal that Jill Bier’s Estate Planning

I look forward to seeing you all in Rochester.
Ronald J. Weiss
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Professional Fiduciary Accounting Software
TEdec provides attorneys, CPAs and other
professionals with the most proven, reliable
and full featured Trust and Estate Accounting
Software on the market.

Outsource to TEdec for all your
fiduciary accounting needs
Our Professional Team Can Provide:
h Data Entry
h Court Inventories
h Accountings - Formal or Informal
h Releases

One-time data entry ensures
accuracy while saving time in
preparing: h Court Inventories & Accountings
h Management Reports
h Estate Tax & Income Tax Returns

All compliant with the official forms for: NY, PA, NC, FL, CA,
National Fiduciary Accounting Standards.

by bridge to CCH ProSystems fx®
and Lacerte® Tax Software
h Much more!

TEdec Systems, Inc.

TEdec provides a Risk Free
100% Money Back Guarantee!
(OLPLQDWH0LVWDNHVDQG,QFUHDVH3URÀWV
ProSystems fx® is a registered trademark of CCH Corporation
Lacerte® is a registered trademark of Intuit Inc. in the United States and other countries.
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Learn More. Try Us Today!

Online at www.tedec.com
Call 1-800-345-2154
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